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Chapter 2881: Who Is The Fool (1) 

 

Moreover, each real piece of Spirit Armament was extremely pricey. It wasn’t something that they could 

afford. 

Instead, a well-built Supreme Profound Armament was most suitable for their use. 

Huang Yueli noticed his gaze and smiled. Then she said, “I’ll use this Profound Weapon to exchange for 

the rainbow-colored stone. What do you think?” 

The other party went into a daze and his eyes widened in surprise. He stared at Huang Yueli in disbelief! 

There was only one thought in his mind. “Is this little brat insane! Did he concentrate only on cultivating 

in the Lower Realm and had never gone out on experience learning? Does this brat know how much the 

Supreme Profound Armament in his hands was worth? How could he casually show it, and even say that 

he wants to exchange for the stones in my possession? What’s wrong with him? Is there anyone so 

dumb in this world?” 

The rainbow spirit stone that he had was not worth much in the Lower Realm. And now in God Realm, it 

was totally worthless! 

In the end, someone actually used a Supreme Profound Armament to exchange for it! 

Could it be that he had been pitting against God Realm’s practitioners every day and this was his lucky 

day? A fool came knocking on his door? 

The ascender suppressed his excited emotions and tried his best not to appear to be so agitated. He 

even cast a disdainful look intentionally at Huang Yueli. 

“What’s the thing that you are holding? It doesn’t even look like a low grade spirit armament, right? You 

want to use it to exchange for my rainbow spirit stones? Let me tell you this! In our Golden Ray 

Continent, rainbow spirit stones are a priceless treasure that can enhance a practitioner’s cultivation! 

You really have the foresight to be interested in it! But, the price of these two is not compatible at all!” 

The ascender raised his chin, hoping to appear even prouder. 

He had finally met with a fool. It was such a god-sent opportunity that he would not meet every day! 

If he didn’t take this opportunity to scheme the fool of a huge fortune, he might never get the chance 

again! 

Huang Yueli heard what he said and sneered inwardly. But her expression seemed as though she was 

shocked. After that, she revealed a disappointed expression. 

“Ughh, this… I’m so sorry, so sorry about it! I didn’t expect these rainbow colored spirit stones to be so 

valuable! Since that’s the case, it indeed is very abrupt of me… I’m sorry, I’ll leave right now!” 

Hearing that, the ascender was instantly stunned! 



He intentionally said these to squeeze more from her so that he could use this chance to ask for a higher 

price! It was impossible that he would not exchange with her! 

Whoever knew that this fool was so tactful. He was just scaring her and she was really frightened! 

If she left, where was he going to find another piece of Supreme Profound Armament! 

Thinking of this, the ascender quickly took a step up and stopped Huang Yueli. 

“Hey, wait, wait a while! Why are you in such a rush? Did I say that I’m not willing to exchange?” 

Huang Yueli was dazed momentarily and started to reveal her wonderful acting skills. “What? You… 

you’re really willing to exchange with me? This brother, you’re so nice! You’re the best person I’ve met 

since I came to God Realm! But, if we do the exchange, it’d be too disadvantageous for you! I can’t let a 

nice person be at a disadvantage! Forget it, I’d better go. Just treat that I didn’t say anything at all!” 

Saying that Huang Yueli retreated several steps and directly kept the Supreme Profound Armament back 

into her realm. 

When the ascender saw that, he grew even more flustered! 

At this moment, he totally couldn’t bother about bargaining on the price. There was only one thought in 

his mind, and that was to obtain the Supreme Profound Armament as soon as possible! 

“This little buddy, you… you can’t put it in that way!” 
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“I am a little on the losing end, but to help a fellow practitioner is something that we practitioners have 

to do!” The ascender attempted to convince Huang Yueli. 

“No, no, my Master had always taught me to never take advantage of anyone! Even if I have ascended, I 

cannot defy his teachings!” 

Huang Yueli’s face was full of innocence which looked like a kind-hearted bunny. All the things she said 

were full of righteousness! But in the ascender’s ears, he almost wanted to throw up blood! 

Where did this oddball come from! There was someone who didn’t like to take advantage of others! 

With such sublime thoughts, how did he manage to become a first rate practitioner in the Lower Realm, 

and even ascend successfully to God Realm? 

“No, no, no, I’m not on the losing end! I’m willing to exchange with you! I’m sorry, I deceived you earlier. 

In actual fact, I’m the one who had gained the advantage if you use this Supreme Profound Armament 

to exchange with my rainbow spirit stones! I’m not disadvantaged at all!” The ascender was in such a 

hurry to explain that he even admitted that he tried to deceive her! 

But Huang Yueli, who was disguised as an uncouth young man, looked very righteous! 



“Buddy, don’t lie to me anymore! I know you purposely said that so that I won’t feel guilty! Actually, you 

just want to help me! Don’t think that I will believe you just because you say that! My character does 

not allow me to take advantage of others!” 

Hearing Huang Yueli’s words, the ascender almost spat out blood! 

This fool really left him at his wit’s end! 

No wonder there was a quote that said, “Walk with wise people and become wise; befriend fools and 

get into trouble!” 

Earlier when he deceived this fellow, he simply believed him without any hesitation. But now, when he 

told her the truth, he didn’t believe in him at all! 

Did he even have any brains! 

But unfortunately, this fool had her own set of reasoning which made one unable to rebuke! 

The ascender went blur. He thought about this for a long time but couldn’t think up a plan. 

At this moment, he turned green from regret! 

If he had known this would happen, he would have agreed to the exchange right from the start and not 

thought about trying to dupe him for a little more! If it went according to plan, he would already have 

gotten that Supreme Profound Armament! 

But now… 

No matter how he regretted his actions, it was all too late! 

Just as the ascender was feeling vexed, Huang Yueli suddenly said, “Unless…” 

She merely said these words and the ascender almost jumped up excitedly! 

He quickly inched close to her and asked hurriedly, “Unless? Unless what? What do you want me to do 

before you sell me that Supreme Profound Armament? I’ll give you the rainbow spirit stones! I have 

plenty of it here! Right, I also have our Golden Ray Continent’s medicinal pills and Profound Armaments! 

Although it’s not as good as the ones in God Realm, to newly ascended practitioners like us, it’s still 

pretty useful!” 

He took a look at Huang Yueli’s attitude which had softened up a little. So he totally couldn’t care about 

anything else! 

The ascender quickly took out a handful of rainbow spirit stones from his realm ring and many porcelain 

bottles which contain medicinal pills. There were also some ninth tiered Profound Armaments. 

From this stance, he seemed as though he couldn’t wait to pass every single piece of his stuff to her! 

Huang Yueli tried hard to control her laughter. But her face still looked very righteous! 

“No way, how can this be done? I already said that I cannot take advantage of you!” 
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Hearing that, she suddenly changed the topic. 

“But it’s different if we are friends! My Master said that friends shouldn’t haggle too much and should 

sacrifice for each other! If you are my friend, then I think I will be able to accept your sacrifice…” 

The ascender was almost on the verge of collapse after being tormented in this way! 

Hearing Huang Yueli’s words, he couldn’t care about any other things. So naturally, he wouldn’t have 

noticed that although she sounded very generous, her hands were holding on to the rainbow spirit 

stones and medicinal herbs tightly! 

He hurriedly nodded his head and said, “Of course we’re friends! Of course, we’re friends! How can we 

not be friends? We are best buddies who regret not having to get acquainted earlier! Doing such a small 

thing like this is part of my responsibility!” 

Hearing that, Huang Yueli’s face finally showed a smile. “That’s right, we can become friends!” 

The ascender nodded his head swiftly, “Right, we’re already friends. The best buddies ever!” 

He originally thought that this little brat would definitely be delighted when he said that. And she would 

bring out the Supreme Profound Armament again. 

Whoever knew that she intentionally blinked and after sizing him up, she suddenly furrowed her brows 

again. 

“No, something’s wrong. I feel that something’s not quite right! I don’t even know what’s your name! 

And which Continent did you ascend from? What powerhouses are there in your Continent? Why does it 

produce this kind of exclusive rainbow spirit stones? And, also…” 

Huang Yueli swiftly asked a lot of questions and after some time, she finally stopped. 

Lastly, she said, “If I don’t even know the answers to these basic questions, how can we be counted as 

friends?” 

These questions to the ascender weren’t difficult to answer at all. 

Matters regarding the Lower Realm had nothing much to do with him after he ascended so there wasn’t 

any need to hide the facts at all. 

Using this useless self-introduction to exchange for a Supreme Profound Armament was worth it! 

Simply a great deal! 

The ascender was excited and started to introduce himself unguarded. “Buddy, how do you do? I’m Li 

Daan, a practitioner who ascended from Golden Ray Continent! There are three equally famous 

powerhouses in Golden Ray Continent and I’m a disciple from the biggest powerhouse, Loyalty Villa! As 

for Loyalty Villa, we are best at refining pills! Look at these pills that I’ve given you. Even if we were to 

compare it to those pills which God Realm’s ordinary practitioners use, it’s not lacking in any way!” 

Huang Yueli looked at the medicinal pills in her hands and nodded seriously. 



She had to admit that Golden Ray Continent’s armament refining pills standard indeed had a distinctive 

style! 

She could tell from the colour, pill pattern and the fragrance that was emitted from the pill were all 

cream of the crop. 

It looked like a ninth levelled medicinal pill, but in terms of medicinal effects, it should be much more 

outstanding than ordinary ninth levelled medicinal pills! 

Li Daan continued and said, “As for these rainbow spirit stones, it’s produced by a famous deep abyss in 

Golden Ray Continent…” 

He started to do his self-introduction endlessly. Under Huang Yueli’s intentional guidance, he introduced 

Golden Ray Continent clearly to her! 

She also asked about some fine details. Under the temptation of the Supreme Profound Armament, Li 

Daan explained every single detail! 

After Huang Yueli had cleared up her doubts over all the things she wanted to know, she nodded her 

head and patted Li Daan’s shoulder. 
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“Alright, we’ve already exchanged our understanding of each other! From now on, we’re best friends! 

I’ll give you this Supreme Profound Armament! In return, I’ll keep these spirit stones and medicinal 

pills!” 

Seeing Huang Yueli taking out the Supreme Profound Armament once again, Li Daan’s gaze turned 

straight. 

“Right, right! We’re best friends! This Profound Armament… This Brother will keep it!” 

As he spoke, Li Daan’s saliva almost dripped down. 

Huang Yueli laughed and said, “Then those spirit stones and other things that you’ve given are proof of 

our friendship! I won’t stand on ceremony then!” 

Seeing her picking up the rainbow spirit stones while beaming, Li Daan felt a little regretful for an 

instant. 

If he knew that “becoming friends” with this fellow could easily exchange for this Supreme Profound 

Armament, and this fool would even feel grateful to him, then he would not take so many spirit stones 

out! 

Alas, it’s now too late for regrets. Huang Yueli had already kept all the things! 

He could still try to think of ways to get the things back based on the name of friendship. But the fool’s 

thinking was not the same as other people’s. In case of unforeseen situations, Li Daan pondered for a 

long time and decided to stop there! 



Even though those spirit stones, medicinal pills, and Profound Armaments were pretty decent treasures, 

but as compared to those Supreme Profound Armaments, those were not worth mentioning at all! 

He was the overall winner for this “transaction”! 

Li Daan hurriedly kept the Supreme Profound Armament and tried his best to control himself from 

bursting into laughter. Then he turned to Huang Yueli and said, “Alright, buddy. I still have something to 

deal with so I’ve to make a move first!” 

Huang Yueli nodded and said, “Alright, go ahead with your work! I wonder which inn is Big Brother 

staying in? Since we’re good friends, we should keep in contact frequently. I’ll visit you in the next few 

days!” 

Li Daan originally was worried that Huang Yueli would insist on following him. But when he realized that 

she had no such intention, he couldn’t help but heave a breath of relief. 

But before he could even finish breathing, he heard her asking for his address and also said that she 

would pay him a visit! 

Li Daan’s thoughts raced wildly and pretended to be composed. “Oh, this! I’m staying at Thousand Mile 

Inn! Ground floor, Room Eleven! You’re welcome to look for me any time!” 

Huang Yueli smiled and nodded. “That’s great. Big Brother, have a good trip!” 

Li Daan smiled and waved to him as he slowly left along a street. Moreover, he kept turning back after a 

few steps, as though he couldn’t bear to part with this new friend that he made! 

When he took a turn around the corner and left Huang Yueli’s line of sight, Li Daan’s expression instantly 

changed! 

He retrieved the Supreme Profound Armament from his realm ring and looked at it. No matter how he 

looked at it, he liked it very much! 

This was the legendary Supreme Profound Armament! 

“My precious Supreme Profound Armament, finally… I’ve finally got you!” 

He admired it for a while and suddenly thought of something. Then he shivered, lifted his head abruptly, 

and looked around anxiously. 

When he discovered that no one was around, he heaved a long sigh of relief. 

A disdainful look appeared on his face. 

“That fool is simply too dumb! Who would treat a dumba*s like him as my brother? He even wants to 

keep in contact frequently.. What a joke! Since I’ve already gotten the Supreme Profound Armament, I 

will definitely leave immediately! Who would stay here and become close friends with him? Goodbye! 

Oh, wrong. It should be farewell forever!” 
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The ascender muttered to himself for a while and kept the Supreme Profound Armament away. Then he 

turned around and walked to the other end of the small town. 

He had already set up his mind to leave this small town today! 

After all, he duped the little brat to obtain the Supreme Profound Armament from him. 

If the fool suddenly thought things through and even realized that she was disadvantaged, then what 

should he do? 

Everyone was a practitioner who had ascended from the Lower Realm. If they had to fight, it was really 

hard to tell who would win! 

The better option for him was to slip away as fast as he can! 

In this way, even if the fool realized what had happened, there was no way that she would find him! 

The ascender moved swiftly and he had already walked past a few streets. He assumed that no one 

knew what was going on. 

He totally didn’t expect that Huang Yueli was looking meaningfully at his departing back figure from a 

distance away and her lips curled into a slight smile. 

“There are so many fools who think they are very intelligent in this world! Luckily he thinks so and my 

plan could be smoothly executed! Since this fellow has already left this small town on his own, then I 

have nothing to fear!” 

Huang Yueli turned around and walked towards Thousand Mile Inn once again. 

When she reached the entrance, before she could even talk to the innkeeper, two practitioners dressed 

in the small town’s guards uniform stopped her. 

“I’m sorry, this fellow practitioner! We are following the mayor’s instructions. From today onwards, all 

outsider practitioners who are staying in this Serene Rain Town will need to register with us! After we’ve 

verified your identity, then you can stay here.” 

Huang Yueli blinked. Before she could reply, she heard two practitioners nearby who were being 

questioned and they flew into a rage over this! 

“What? What did you say? We’re just staying in the inn. Why must you interrogate us as though we are 

prisoners? What does it have to do with you about which Lower Realm we ascend from?” 

The guards stared coldly at these two troublemakers and said in an unfriendly tone, “This is the mayor’s 

orders! Either you follow, or you can scram from Serene Rain Town! God Realm isn’t a place where you, 

Lower Realm practitioners like you can create a ruckus!” 

His words were simply slighting Lower Realm practitioners with disdain! 

Those two practitioners originally had bad tempers. Upon hearing that, they felt that they could no 

longer endure it any longer! 



They were so angry that their faces turned red and instantly pulled out their long swords. They slashed 

at the guards and shouted loudly, “Don’t assume that you are born in God Realm and you can look down 

on us Lower Realm practitioners. We are not to be trifled with! Today, I’ll show you what we are capable 

of!” 

The two of them dashed out ferociously! 

Whoever knew, they were struck by a burst of Profound Energy even before they could touch a corner 

of the guards’ sleeve! 

“AH—!!” 

The two men cried out miserably and their bodies were like kites with broken strings which fell out! 

This scene happened too quickly. 

By the time all the other practitioners had reacted, everyone was instantly so shocked that their faces 

turned green as they kept quiet out of fear. 

Which one of them in the Lower Realm was not top exponents in their Continents? 
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Whoever knew that after they reached God Realm, they immediately became second-class citizens who 

were treated differently when they wanted to stay in an inn. 

They felt displeased and wanted to make trouble. It wasn’t only those two who were upset. But they 

were the first to strike out! 

However now, when they saw those two troublemakers’ consequences, those people who were 

originally itching to make a move suddenly silently felt lucky about it. 

These two God Realm guards seemed as though they only had tenth stage realm cultivation, which was 

not much different from them. But when they really took action, these two Lower Realm ascenders 

couldn’t even block off a single move from them at all! 

Although they heard that God Realm’s cultivation methods, Profound Skills, and inheritances were much 

better than Lower Realm’s, the disparity between the two abilities still left them in shock! 

Moreover, these two people were just guards in one of God Realm’s small towns! 

In God Realm, they were just ant-like figures. 

If it was God Realm’s real top rated exponents of peerless geniuses, then the difference between them 

was something that was beyond the ascenders’ imagination. 

With this episode, all the ascenders present at the scene didn’t dare to fight back at all. They 

coordinated with the guards’ interrogations. 

Huang Yueli watched them and a smile surfaced on her lips 



Luckily, she had the foresight and knew that this would happen… 

The two guards by her side sneered. “Did you see that? If you don’t answer our questions properly, 

those two guys are your role models! Now, tell us what’s your name? Which Continent did you ascend 

from?” 

Huang Yueli showed an extremely terrified look and answered softly, “Brother Guards, you… don’t be 

angry, I’ll answer you right away! I’m called Li Yuehuang and I come from Golden Ray Continent. I 

ascended just half a month ago…” 

She first gave herself a fake name and just repeated all the information that she heard from Li Daan. 

The guards jotted down as they listened. At the same time, they also asked a few questions regarding 

Huang Yueli’s Sect and some social customs that were related to Golden Ray Continent. 

Fortunately, Huang Yueli received fresh and precise information from Li Daan and she answered very 

smoothly. 

When she finished answering their questions, the guards exchanged a glance. 

Huang Yueli put on a terrified expression as she lowered her eyes and stood in front of the two men. 

Finally, the guards waved their hands. “Alright, you’re fine. Go look for the innkeeper!” 

She quickly nodded her head and said, “Okay, thank you, Brother Guards!” 

She quickly walked to the innkeeper and said, “Innkeeper, I want an ordinary room, and it’d be best if 

it’s a little quieter!” 

The innkeeper responded and quickly gave her a piece of bamboo stick with a room number written on 

it. 

“Sir, may I ask how you’d like to make payment? If you’re using lower realm’s spirit stones, then you’d 

have to make the payment first!” 

Huang Yueli blinked and said, “Oh, I can use the Lower Realm’s spirit stones? Innkeeper, I have some 

rainbow spirit stones from Golden Ray Continent. How much can this be used for?” 

The innkeeper received the rainbow spirit stones and took a careful look at them. 

“These are the highest quality rainbow spirit stones, and there’s quite a lot of Heaven and Earth 

Profound Qi contained inside. I’ll charge you ten thousand rainbow spirit stones for a day!” 

For this price to a Lower Realm practitioner, it was a rather fraudulent amount. 

Based on what Li Daan said, ten thousand rainbow spirit stones were equivalent to a piece of ninth 

tiered Profound Armament in the Lower Realm. 
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But in God Realm, it was just the price for one night’s stay in a run-down inn. 



The Thousand Mile Inn’s Innkeeper intentionally duped those ascenders who didn’t know the price. 

But Huang Yueli didn’t really mind being duped for a little money. 

She intentionally showed a painful expression on her face and “struggled” for half a day before she took 

out a big bag of rainbow spirit stones, then stuffed it into the innkeeper’s hands. 

“Alright, since that’s so, thank you Innkeeper for this!” 

He smiled happily and found a waiter to bring her upstairs. 

Huang Yueli intentionally looked at the innkeeper’s side from another position when she walked 

upstairs. 

She saw the two earlier guards had indeed walked to the innkeeper and checked on the rainbow spirit 

stones which he had received from her earlier. After verifying that there was no mistake, they nodded 

their heads. 

Huang Yueli narrowed her eyes and understood what happened! 

A wily old fox like Huang Sanbai indeed wouldn’t just stop searching for her on the streets! 

He also sent some manpower and check on the inns where practitioners would often visit. 

Just based on the registration in the lodging area, they would be able to filter out a great number of 

suspicious practitioners. 

Moreover, Huang Yueli also believed that although it wasn’t possible to find out every single event in 

God Realm’s plane, they would get a rough guide on the Lower Realm’s situation. 

Hence, to come out with a foolproof plan, Huang Yueli first looked for that ascender and used that 

weapon which looked similar to a Supreme Profound Armament to trade with him. 

Actually, Li Daan’s rainbow spirit stones weren’t Huang Yueli’s main aim. The more important thing was 

Li Daan knew all the information that was related to Golden Ray Continent! 

With this information, Huang Yueli would be able to smoothly disguise herself as a practitioner who had 

ascended from Golden Ray Continent. 

As for Li Daan, it was part of Huang Yueli’s plan that he would leave Serene Rain Town after he got the 

Supreme Profound Armament. 

This decreased the possibility of her lies being exposed further. 

Huang Yueli easily solved her identity crisis and came to the room. Facing such a simple and rundown 

room, she didn’t feel uncomfortable at all. Instead, she lay on the bed and soon fell asleep. 

On the second day in the morning, Huang Yueli awoke. 

She carefully changed and swaggered out of the door. 

On the streets, she could hear several people discussing softly. 



“Hey, why is the interrogation becoming so severe in our Serene Rain Town recently? So many Lower 

Realm ascenders had been put into prison in the past few days!” 

“Isn’t that so? Even for a native like me, who was born from this place, I was almost captured too! 

Luckily the prison officer recognised me and helped to verify my identity, so I was released!” 

“Could there be some suspicious character who had come to Serene Rain Town?” 

“But what kind of suspicious ascender from the Lower Realm could there be? Even Sacred Phoenix Race 

is looking for that person with great fanfare! You say, could these two matters be related?” 

“That’s hard to say! But I heard that Sacred Phoenix’s missing genius was killed by that Lower Realm 

ascender! Moreover, Sacred Phoenix Race suspected that the culprit who killed their clansman should 

have passed by Serene Rain Town. Hence they pressurized the mayor to pass through layers of 

interrogation so that they can capture the murderer!” 

“No wonder! But this Lower Realm ascender is really bold! How dare he even touch someone from 

Sacred Phoenix Race!” 

“But if that person can even defeat Sacred Phoenix Race’s genius, then that person must have 

unfathomable power!” 
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On the streets were various guesses regarding the search for people. 

Huang Yueli’s lips twitched when she heard that. She tried her best to look as though nothing had 

happened and walked through the crowd, directly into a bookstore. 

In God Realm, all big or small towns had book stores, and their businesses were flourishing. 

The reason for their good business was because a majority of their books were different grades of 

cultivation methods and Profound Skills. 

Of course, the real powerful manuals were most large forces’ secrets, and would absolutely not appear 

in common bookstores. But God Realm was a place with numerous thousands of years of accumulation. 

Furthermore, there were a variety of manuals, and was something that practitioners could easily 

purchase. 

Even if they were common manuscripts, these were all valuable treasures to Lower Realm ascenders! 

Compared to a majority of those manuscripts that they had come across in Lower Realm, these were 

much higher class! 

Huang Yueli walked into the bookstore, and a waiter immediately walked up to welcome her. 

“Welcome Sir, may I know what you want to order?” 

After he asked his question, he started to continue speaking before she gave him a reply. 



“Right, from your dressing, I can tell that you’re an ascender from the Lower Realm so you must be 

looking for God Realm’s cultivation methods and Profound Skills! Then you have come to the correct 

place! Our bookstore might be small, but we have all the best-selling cultivation methods and Profound 

Skills here! The might of it is extremely powerful! As long as you master the seventh form, your battle 

power will increase by at least two times!” 

“The price is also very affordable and only costs nine thousand nine hundred and ninety-eight low grade 

spirit jades! How about it? Do you want to buy a copy?” 

Huang Yueli frowned slightly. “No need, I want a…” 

“Looks like you think its power isn’t strong enough! Sir, you really have good foresight. We have even 

better Profound Skills manuals here! Look at this book, <<Mind Pursue Seal>>. This is also one of the 

best-selling cultivation methods in God Realm! As long as you can achieve a huge realm, you will be able 

to…” 

The waiter didn’t wait for Huang Yueli to finish her words and immediately took out another manuscript. 

Then he started to talk endlessly. 

Huang Yueli couldn’t help but frown and coughed several times to lure the waiter’s attention. 

“…Sir, what’s the matter?” 

Huang Yueli said, “I want that <<Overview of God Realm>> book on the shelf. Please give me a copy!” 

The waiter was stunned. “What? You want the <<Overview of God Realm>>?” 

Huang Yueli nodded her head. 

The waiter waved his hand and asked again, “Then, other than the <<Overview of God Realm>>, which 

other manuscripts do you want?” 

“I only want the <<Overview of God Realm>>!” 

The waiter looked as though he had just seen a ghost. “What? You only want the <<Overview of God 

Realm>>? What’s wrong with you? There are so many God Realm’s high level cultivation methods, but 

you don’t want any of them. You only want to buy that useless book? Don’t tell me it’s because you’re 

too poor? Surely not, right? Don’t all of you Lower Realm ascenders all carry a fortune?” 

Huang Yueli was speechless. 

Did he really treat all Lower Realm ascenders as suckers? 

Would genuine God Realm high level cultivation methods be displayed like cabbages on the shelves for 

people to choose as they wished? Did he think she had no common sense at all? 

When he wasn’t able to push his sales, he claimed that she was too poor? 

Huang Yueli had already grown impatient, but she wasn’t willing to expose herself. Hence she could only 

try to maintain her patience. 



“I only want that <<Overview of God Realm>>. Can you hurry and pass it to me? There are a lot of 

people queuing behind me!” 
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The waiter heard her resolute tone and gave up his hard selling. His expression was ghastly as he turned 

around and retrieved the book from the shelf. 

Huang Yueli took a look at the book. The title <<Overview of God Realm>> was printed clearly on the 

cover page. 

The book was a thin brochure and the cover was rather simple. It only took one glance and one could 

tell that it was totally different from those exquisitely designed “high level cultivation methods” that the 

waiter had recommended earlier. 

But Huang Yueli merely flipped through it quickly and was extremely satisfied with it. 

“I want this book! How much is it?” 

“Ten low grade spirit jades!” 

Huang Yueli immediately took the required amount of spirit jades out and made the payment. 

She ignored the disdainful look in the waiter’s eyes and walked out of the door. 

By the time she returned to the inn, she took the book out and started to read it in detail. 

“God Realm is the first and largest plane to be born in the vast universe. Not only is Heaven and Earth’s 

Profound Qi denser than the Lower Realms, but it is also the most stable place. Hence it could 

accommodate all those high levelled practitioners that Lower Realm could not accommodate.” 

“God Realm’s inheritance had lasted for hundreds of thousands of years since it split off from the primal 

chaos, and there are various sizes of forces within this place. Among these forces, the strongest twelve 

families had already existed in God Realm since primal chaos. All of them own an exclusive powerful 

bloodline and they could use their bloodlines to tame spiritual beasts. Hence they are named as the 

ancient God clans.” 

“Ancient God clans have mighty power and all of them control one of the twelve continents in God 

Realm. Among them, the Sacred Phoenix Continent in the East belongs to Sacred Phoenix Race. The Ice 

Serpent Continent belongs to the Ice Serpent Clan in the North… Cloudy Qilin clan controls the Cloudy 

Qilin Continent in the West…” 

Huang Yueli studied the contents related to the twelve God clans and after the literal introduction, there 

was also an illustrative map attached to it. 

Huang Yueli frowned when she took a look at it. 

“How can this be! Cloudy Qilin Continent and Sacred Phoenix Continent’s distance is the furthest away!” 



Sacred Phoenix Continent, Veracious Wyvern Continent, and some others were closest to Soul 

Connection Ocean. It would only take around a fortnight to reach these continents if one set off from 

Serene Rain Town. 

But Cloudy Qilin Continent and Sacred Phoenix Continent were in the opposite direction and it was also 

the furthest from the Soul Connection Ocean. 

If she wanted to go to Cloudy Qilin Continent, she would have to pass through five different continents. 

Based on the vast land spreading across God Realm, it would probably take around half a year for her to 

reach there on foot… 

“Half a year… it actually takes such a long time! This…” 

Huang Yueli was extremely disappointed. She originally thought that she would meet with Li Moying 

very soon! 

Whoever knew that this matter wasn’t as simple as she thought! 

But she merely sighed a little while and stopped thinking too much into it. 

Anyway, no matter how difficult it was, no one could stop her from looking for her husband! 

Huang Yueli quickly decided and continued to read. 

When she saw the last few pages, her eyes suddenly lit up! 

This book introduced God Realm’s various transportation methods and one of them was the long-range 

teleportation array. 

These teleportation arrays were set up by various large forces’ powerful Array Masters so that one could 

overcome the long-distance difficulty of traveling in God Realm. There were many types of teleportation 

arrays, and the small ones could teleport one to a thousand miles distance in one go. As for the large 

ones, it could teleport one from a continent to another continent which was a fast and convenient mode 

of transportation. 

But this kind of teleportation array’s defect was also clearly seen. 
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Activating such a big-sized teleportation array would require a huge amount of energy. Each time, it 

would use millions of excellent grade crystal jades and high tiered spirit beasts beast cores. 

Not only so, the daily maintenance for the array also consumed a tremendous amount of resources. 

To split up the costs, a large number of forces would activate the teleportation arrays at regular 

intervals and allow ordinary practitioners to use them. But the fee that they had to pay was an 

astronomical figure! 

“Each person would need to pay a teleportation fee of ten thousand high grade crystal jades to teleport 

from Sacred Phoenix Continent to the neighboring White Tiger Continent! A high grade crystal jade is 



equivalent to one thousand medium grade crystal jades. A medium grade crystal jade is equivalent to a 

thousand low grade crystal jade…” 

Huang Yueli silently calculated the figures in her mind and the more she thought, the more shocked she 

was! 

This kind of pricing, to God Realm’s natives, was already an astronomical price. Not to mention those 

newly ascended practitioners from the Lower Realm. 

She had a few medium grade crystal jades from the Sacred Phoenix Race, but there were only slightly 

more than ten pieces. If it was used to purchase some small things, it might be enough. But it was 

impossible to pay the teleportation fee… 

Huang Yueli muttered to herself irresolutely and made a decision. “Now I have no other way. No matter 

if it’s to go to the teleportation array or to make money, I’d still have to go to Sacred Phoenix Continent. 

Staying in this small town really has no future… I think that Huang Sanbai would never believe that I will 

appear directly in Sacred Phoenix Continent. It’s actually much safer there than any other towns.” 

Gathering a few reasons, Huang Yueli immediately prepared to head towards Sacred Phoenix Continent. 

Once she had decided, she immediately checked out of the room and left Serene Rain Town. 

When she left the small town, she was unexpectedly interrogated by the guards again. 

She used the same excuse that she used in the inn to get past them. 

When she left, she could still hear the guards’ suspicious voices. 

“Strange, there are several practitioners from Golden Ray Continent recently! Yesterday, one just left 

and today there’s another one! Why did Golden Ray Continent’s cultivation standard suddenly become 

so high?” 

Huang Yueli’s lips curled into a smile when she heard that. But she didn’t stop and followed the direction 

in the <<Overview of God Realm>> map and headed towards Sacred Phoenix Continent. 

Sacred Phoenix Continent’s distance from Serene Rain Town wasn’t very near. She had to pass through 

six to seven small towns in total and the journey would roughly take around twenty days. 

Just as Huang Yueli was trying her best to hasten on her journey. In Serene Rain Town mayor’s 

residence, an elderly man full of white hair was pacing back and forth anxiously. 

Huang Sanbai stared fiercely at the direct disciples at the door and said angrily, “Haven’t found her, 

haven’t found her, still haven’t found her! Can’t you change another way to answer me? She’s just a 

young little lass who had just ascended. She doesn’t even undergo a lot of experience learning trips and 

you have all met her personally. How could it be that you’ve searched for such a long time but yet still 

unable to find her?” 

The direct disciple, Huang Jingyuan’s forehead was profusing with sweat. He wanted to cry but couldn’t 

shed any tears at all. 



Huang Sanbai usually looked very kind and patient. He was an elderly man who was respected by 

everyone and never had he ever shown such a fierce expression before! 

Moreover, how would he be blamed for not being able to find Huang Yueli? 

When Huang Sanbai and Huang Yueli left, both of them were in one piece. But when Huang Sanbai 

returned to the flying ship, he was injured badly and even the Azure Luan mount, which was borrowed 

from the clan, had also gone missing! 

 


